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Abstract. Impossible differential attacks are among the most powerful forms of cryptanalysis against block ciphers. We present in this paper an in-depth complexity analysis of these attacks. We show an unified way to mount such attacks and provide generic formulas for estimating their time and data complexities. LBlock is a well studied lightweight block cipher with respect to impossible differential attacks. While previous single-key cryptanalysis reached up to 22 rounds, by applying our method we are able to break 23 rounds with time complexity $2^{75.36}$ and data complexity $2^{59}$. Other time/data trade-offs are equally possible. This is to our knowledge the best (non-exhaustive search like) cryptanalysis of this function in the single-key model.
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1 Introduction

The differential attack introduced in [5] has shown to be one of the most powerful attacks against symmetric cryptosystems. Its main idea relies on exploiting differential paths that have a higher probability to occur than a differential path chosen at random. A variant of differential cryptanalysis is the impossible differential cryptanalysis, introduced independently by Knudsen [11] and by Biham et. al [4] and where one searches for differential paths that have probability zero to occur. In the concept of this attack, some rounds are added at the beginning and at the end of the impossible path, and if a trial key partially decrypts a given pair to the impossible differential, then this key certainly cannot be the right one and is thus rejected. The goal is to repeat this procedure in order to remove as many keys as possible and to reduce consequently the candidate key space.

Impossible differential attacks have been extensively applied against many block ciphers and hash functions. Some examples are the 31-round attack against Skipjack [4], an application on the SHA-3 finalist Skein [3], attacks on reduced round Camellia [22, 13] and many more. These attacks seem to work particularly well for the case of Feistel ciphers, as the relatively slow diffusion of these schemes, permits the construction of long impossible differential paths. Due to the high technicality, the analysis of the time complexity and the necessary data is a point that is very often not treated in an optimal way, as for example in [9, 12, 2, 1].

LBlock [21] is a lightweight block cipher designed by Wu and Zhang in 2011. It is an iterated construction that can be seen as a variant of a Feistel network. LBlock has received the attention of many researchers and has been the target of numerous analyses. The best known attack achieves 22 rounds using impossible differential cryptanalysis. In this paper we show how to reach 23 rounds by equally applying impossible differential attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a general framework for impossible differential attacks and an analysis of their complexity. Section 3 describes LBlock and the detailed analysis of one of the attacks, while providing other possible trade-offs.

2 Impossible Differential Attacks and Complexity analysis

In this section we provide a generic and optimized framework for mounting impossible differential attacks.

The basic principle behind an impossible differential attack consists of two main steps. The first one relies on the discovery of an impossible differential path, while the second consists in adding
input and output rounds that will be used for discarding some key candidates. We start our analysis by presenting the notations that will be used to describe our method.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Delta_{in}\\ \downarrow r_{in} \quad (c_{in}, k_{in})\\ \Delta_X\\ \downarrow r_{\Delta}\\ \Delta_Y\\ \downarrow r_{out} \quad (c_{out}, k_{out})\\ \Delta_{out}
\end{array}
\]

- \(\Delta_X, \Delta_Y\): input (resp. output) differences of the impossible differential path.
- \(r_{\Delta}\): number of rounds of the impossible differential path.
- \(\Delta_{in}, \Delta_{out}\): input (resp. output) truncated differences of the cipher.
- \(r_{in}\): number of rounds of the differential path(\(\Delta_X, \Delta_{in}\)).
- \(r_{out}\): number of rounds of the differential path(\(\Delta_Y, \Delta_{out}\)).

The differential (\(\Delta_X \rightarrow \Delta_{in}\)) (resp. (\(\Delta_Y \rightarrow \Delta_{out}\))) occurs with probability 1 while the differential (\(\Delta_{in} \rightarrow \Delta_X\)) (resp. (\(\Delta_{out} \rightarrow \Delta_Y\))) is verified with probability \(\frac{1}{2^{c_{in}}}\) (resp. \(\frac{1}{2^{c_{out}}}\)), where \(c_{in}\) (resp. \(c_{out}\)) is the number of bit-conditions that have to be verified in order to obtain \(\Delta_X\) from \(\Delta_{in}\) (resp. \(\Delta_Y\) from \(\Delta_{out}\)).

Before describing the scenario of the attack, we start by introducing the following definition.

**Information key bits.** We will call information key bits of a set \(k_j\) and denote by \(|k_j|\), the minimal number of subkey bits (coming possibly from different subkeys of the cipher) that have to be determined in order to completely recover the set \(k_j\) of all the subkey bits involved in an attack.

### 2.1 Scenario

Suppose that we deal with a permutation of size \(n\) parametrized by a key \(K\) of size \(|K|\). The impossible differential attack on \((r_{in} + r_{\Delta} + r_{out})\) rounds of this parametrized permutation can then be divided into three parts:

- First consider that the impossible differential path is placed between the rounds \((r_{in} + 1)\) and \((r_{in} + r_{\Delta})\). This impossible differential path implies that it is not possible, from an input difference \(\Delta_X\) at round \((r_{in} + 1)\), to get to an output difference \(\Delta_Y\) at the end of round \((r_{in} + r_{\Delta})\). The objective is then, for each given pair of inputs (or outputs), to discard the keys that would generate a difference \(\Delta_X\) at the beginning of round \((r_{in} + 1)\) and at the same time, a difference \(\Delta_Y\) at the output of round \((r_{in} + r_{\Delta})\). We want to have enough pairs so that the number of non-discarded keys is significantly lower than the a priori total number of candidates.
- The first \(r_{in}\) rounds have a truncated input difference in \(\Delta_{in}\) and an output difference \(\Delta_X\), which is the input of the impossible differential path. There are \(c_{in}\) bit-conditions that need to be verified so that from \(\Delta_{in}\) we generate \(\Delta_X\) and \(|k_{in}|\) information key bits intervening.
- The last \(r_{out}\) rounds have a truncated output difference in \(\Delta_{out}\) and an input difference \(\Delta_Y\), which is the output of the impossible differential path. There are \(c_{out}\) bit-conditions that need to be verified so that from \(\Delta_{out}\) we generate \(\Delta_Y\) in the backward direction, and \(|k_{out}|\) information key bits intervening.

The probability that, for a given key, a pair of inputs with differences (\(\Delta_{in}, \Delta_{out}\)) verifies all the bit-conditions is \(2^{-(c_{in}+c_{out})}\). In other words, this is the probability that for a pair of inputs having a difference \(\Delta_{in}\) and an output difference \(\Delta_{out}\), a key from the possible key set is discarded. Then, we need an amount of input (or output) pairs \(N\) such that the probability for a trial key to be kept in the possible key set is as small as possible. This probability is equal to \(P = (1 - 2^{-(c_{in}+c_{out})})^N\). If our goal is to be left at the end with only the correct key, then as we will try in total \(2^{|k_{in}|+|k_{out}|}\) keys, we should choose \(N\) such that

\[
P = (1 - 2^{-(c_{in}+c_{out})})^N < \frac{1}{2^{|k_{in}|+|k_{out}|}}.
\]
This approach for choosing $N$ is the one generally used by default. In this work we propose a different approach, that can help reducing the number of pairs used in the attack and establishing better trade-offs between the data and the time complexity. More precisely, we permit smaller values of $N$. By proceeding like this, we will be probably left with more that one key in our candidate key set and we will need to proceed to an exhaustive search among the remaining candidates, but the total time complexity of the attack will be very probably lower. In practice, we will start with values of $N$ such that $P < \frac{1}{2}$ so to reduce the exhaustive search by at least one bit. The smaller value of $N$ verifying

$$P = (1 - 2^{-c_{in} + c_{out}})^N < \frac{1}{2}$$

is approximately $N = 2^{c_{in} + c_{out}}$.

The $N$ pairs that we consider, following our definition, are pairs that verify the input and output truncated differentials. However, in most of the attacks, once one such pair has been obtained, we can also check, without the need to guess any key bits, if some conditions can be verified, or if there exists an impossibility. An example of such a situation is when the input and output differences to an active Sbox have already been fixed (case of LBlock), or when the key bits do not intervene in the first or last round conditions. We have not included in this generic analysis any of these additional sivings that could help reducing the number of needed pairs, while increasing the number of keys passing the conditions, as this is an issue difficult to treat in a generic way. However, as generalizing such attacks rest our main aim, we will show that it is actually easy to include this improvement in the cost of what we will call $C_{K_{cy}}$, which is the average cost, for a given pair among the $N$ pairs, to test the candidate keys.

We provide now a generic solution for determining the cost of obtaining such $N$ pairs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first known generic solution to this problem.

### 2.2 Finding $N$ pairs verifying a given truncated differential

From the limited birthday problem [7] (and slightly corrected here), we know that the cost of finding one pair verifying the input and output differences costs:

$$C_1 = \max \left\{ \min_{\Delta \in \{\Delta_{in}, \Delta_{out}\}} \left\{ \sqrt{2^n - |\Delta|}, 2^{n+1-|\Delta_{in}|} 2^{n+1-|\Delta_{out}|} \right\} \right\}.$$  

A direct way to treat the problem of determining the cost of finding $N$ solutions would be to compute it as $N \times C_1$. However, by computing the cost in this way we might be wasting some structures and therefore this solution is not optimal. We propose here for the first time, an optimal generic expression for the cost of obtaining $N$ pairs verifying an input truncated difference in $\Delta_{in}$ and a truncated output difference in $\Delta_{out}$. In practice, we are searching to determine the number of inputs, say $2^x$, that will be necessary to construct the $N$ pairs.

We distinguish two cases depending on the dimension of the input space, $|\Delta_{in}|$ and of the output space, $|\Delta_{out}|$ compared to the number of pairs $N$ we need to construct:

- If $N \leq \left(\frac{2|\Delta_{in}|2|\Delta_{in}|}{2^n - |\Delta_{out}|} - 1\right)$, this means that $|\Delta_{in}|$ is large enough to allow us to build $2^x$ inputs belonging to the same structure ($2^x \leq 2^{|\Delta_{in}|}$). Therefore $N = \frac{2^{x+1}}{2^n - |\Delta_{out}|}$, which means that we need $2^x = \sqrt{2^n |\Delta_{out}| + 1}$ inputs.

- Otherwise, if $N > \left(\frac{2|\Delta_{in}|2|\Delta_{in}|}{2^n - |\Delta_{out}|} - 1\right)$ which means that $|\Delta_{in}|$ is not large enough, we will need to consider $2^y$ structures of size $2|\Delta_{in}|$ in a way that $N = 2^y \left(\frac{2|\Delta_{in}|2|\Delta_{in}|}{2^n - |\Delta_{out}|} - 1\right)$. The number of inputs is in this case given by:

$$2^x = 2^y 2^{|\Delta_{in}|} = N 2^{n-|\Delta_{out}|} |\Delta_{in}| + 1.$$  

By taking all of this into account together with the fact that we are dealing with a permutation (having thus a symmetry in both directions) and by considering the attacker to be able to chose the ciphertexts as well as the plaintexts, we can conclude that the cost of obtaining the $N$ pairs will be:

$$C_N = \max \left\{ \min_{\Delta \in \{\Delta_{in}, \Delta_{out}\}} \left\{ \sqrt{2^{n+1-|\Delta|}}, N 2^{n+1-|\Delta_{in}|} - |\Delta_{out}| \right\} \right\}.$$  

(1)
This cost represents the amount of data needed for the attack. Obviously, as the size of the state is equal to \( n \), we need that:
\[
C_N \leq 2^n.
\]
These conditions are not verified in several cases from [2], which invalidates the corresponding attacks.

### 2.3 Time and memory complexity

We are going to detail now the computation of the time complexity of the attack. For this, we will need to briefly recall the attack procedure.

By following the early abort technique [14], the attack consists in storing the \( N \) pairs and testing out step by step the key candidates, by reducing at each time the size of the remaining possible pairs.

The complexity is then determined by 1) the cost of obtaining \( N \) pairs, 2) the number of pairs to test multiplied by the average cost of testing the candidate keys per pair and 3) the cost of testing the remaining key candidates and recovering the whole key. From this and by taking into account the cost of one encryption \((C_E)\) as well as the relative cost of partial encryption for the key guessing phase \((C_E')\) we conclude that the time complexity of the attack is
\[
T_{\text{comp}} = \left( C_N + N(C_{\text{key}}C_E' + 1) + 2^{|K|}P \right) C_E,
\]
where the last term is a simplification of \( 2^{|K| - |k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}|}P 2^{|k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}|} \). Obviously, as we want the attack complexity to be smaller than the exhaustive search complexity, the above quantity should be smaller than \( 2^{|K|}C_E \).

It must be noted here that the value of \( C_{\text{key}} \) depends on the cipher structure and its computation is a delicate task that closely depends on the attack parameters. For this reason it can only be computed once all parameters are known. Therefore, in order to be able to compute the time complexity of the attack in an automated way, we will provide a tight approximation of \( C_{\text{key}} \) by \( \frac{2^{|k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}|}}{2^{c_{\text{in}} + c_{\text{out}}} + 2^{|K|}C_E} \). In most of the cases, as in the examples of the applications that we will detail in the following sections, this expression is a very tight upper bound of \( C_{\text{key}} \). In the same way, the precise computation of \( C_E' \) (that is always smaller than 1) can only be done once the attack parameters are known. So for automating the procedure, we can approximate the time complexity of the attack by
\[
T'_{\text{comp}} = \left( C_N + N\left( \frac{2^{|k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}|}}{2^{c_{\text{in}} + c_{\text{out}}} + 2^{|K|}C_E'} + 1 \right) + 2^{|K|}P \right) C_E.
\]

Due to the additional free sieving of the first and last rounds pointed out at the end of Section 2.1, we note that Formula (3) is a very tight upper bound of Formula (2).

By using the early abort technique [14], the only elements that need to be stored are the \( N \) pairs. Therefore, the memory complexity of the attack is determined by storing \( N \).

### 3 Application to LBlock

LBlock is a lightweight block cipher designed by Wu and Zhang in 2011 [21]. It is an iterated construction that can be seen as a variant of a Feistel network. The total number of iterations is equal to 32. The cipher operates on a 64-bit state and encrypts messages by using a 80-bit key.

We start by providing a short description of the algorithm specifications. For a more complete description one can refer to [21].

\footnote{If \( N > 2^{|k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}|} \) we could store the discarded key candidates instead, but in practice this is rarely the case. We can though consider a memory complexity of \( \min\{N, 2^{|k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}|}\} \).}
3.1 Description of LBlock

**Encryption algorithm.** Denote by $P = L_0|R_0$ a 64-bit plaintext, where $L_0$ and $R_0$ are 32-bit vectors. The encryption procedure is as follows.

- For $i = 1, 2, \ldots, 31$ do
  - $R_i = L_{i-1}$
  - $L_i = F(L_{i-1}, K_i) \oplus (R_{i-1} \ll 8)$.
- $L_{32} = L_{31}$
- $R_{32} = F(L_{31}, K_{32}) \oplus (R_{31} \ll 8)$.
- Output the ciphertext $C = L_{32}|R_{32}$.

**Round function $F$.** A round of LBlock is depicted in Figure 1. The round function $F$ can be divided into three steps. First, the 32-bit subkey $K_i$ is added to $L_{i-1}$ by a simple XOR. Then, a nonlinear layer applies to the result. This nonlinear layer consists of the application nibble by nibble of eight different 4-bit Sboxes $S_0, \ldots, S_7$. The description of these Sboxes can be found in [21]. Finally, the resulting nibbles are permuted as seen in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. A round of LBlock](image)

The key schedule of LBlock can be found in Appendix A. Equally, a description of previous cryptanalysis results for this cipher is given in Appendix B.

We are going to describe now an attack against 23 rounds of LBlock. To our knowledge, this is so far the best known attack against this cipher. We will equally present improved attacks of the ones published so far on 22 rounds.

3.2 Impossible Differential Attack on 23 rounds of LBlock

We start by providing the parameters of the attack that we obtained by applying Algorithm 1 to LBlock. It has to be noted that these parameters are not the only ones that lead to a valid attack on 23-round LBlock. Several different configurations lead to attacks having a similar time complexity.

The 14-round impossible differential path used for this attack is

\[(00000000, 0000\alpha 000) \Rightarrow (000000300, 000000000)].\]

This path is placed between the rounds 5 and 19 of the cipher. It is different from both paths used to attack 21 and 22 rounds of LBlock in [9] and can be visualized in Appendix C.

We were able then to extend this impossible differential path adding $r_{in} = 5$ rounds to the input and $r_{out} = 4$ rounds to the output and attack the first 23 rounds of the cipher. As can be seen in Figure 2, the number of input bit-conditions is $c_{in} = 4 \times 11 = 44$ and the number of output bit-conditions $c_{out} = 4 \times 7 = 28$. In the same way, $\Delta_{in} = (\ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast) 0$ with $|\Delta_{in}| = 12 \times 4 = 48$ and $\Delta_{out} = (\ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast \ast) 0$ with $|\Delta_{out}| = 8 \times 4 = 32$.

In the general case, estimating the size of $|k_{in} \cup k_{out}|$ is a delicate task and different approaches can be used. A straightforward one is to express the key-bits involved with regard to a subkey of the cipher. However, this approach for LBlock results in a non-optimal approximation of the number of information key-bits. For this reason, we describe next an alternative method for evaluating $|k_{in} \cup k_{out}|$ for our attack.
Algorithm 1

Require: An impossible differential path $\Delta_X \not\rightarrow \Delta_Y$.
Ensure: A set of solutions $L_{\text{sol}}$ formed by the parameters $(r_{\text{in}}, r_{\text{out}}, c_{\text{in}}, c_{\text{out}}, \Delta_{\text{in}}, \Delta_{\text{out}}, |k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}|, N, C, T_{\text{comp}})$ corresponding to a valid attack.

1: for all possible $r_{\text{in}}$ do
   2: for all possible $r_{\text{out}}$ do
      3: Determine $|k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}|, c_{\text{in}}, c_{\text{out}}, C_{E'}, \Delta_{\text{in}}$ and $\Delta_{\text{out}}$.
      4: $N \leftarrow 2^{c_{\text{in}}+c_{\text{out}}}$.
      5: while $C_N \leq 2^n$ do
         6: $T_{\text{comp}} \leftarrow C_N + N(2^{|k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}|-(c_{\text{in}}+c_{\text{out}})}C_{E'} + 1) + 2^{|K|}P$.
         7: if $T_{\text{comp}} < 2^{|K|}$, then
            8: Add parameters to $L_{\text{sol}}$.
            9: end if
         10: Increase $N$.
      11: end while
   12: end for
13: end for
14: return $L_{\text{sol}}$.

---

Fig. 2. The initial rounds (on the left) and the final rounds (on the right). Different colors stand for the round that these key-bits intervene.

Determining $|k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}|$. We describe here a method to determine the information key-bits with respect to the key schedule of LBlock. This method helps at minimizing, for the case of LBlock, the total number of key-bits to guess, compared to just expressing $k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}}$ with respect to a subkey of the cipher. However, this technique, even if only applied to LBlock here, could be possibly adapted to ciphers having a similar key schedule, as it is for example the case of the block ciphers PRESENT [6] and MIBS [8].

First, remark that due to LBlock’s key schedule structure, the bits of the extended subkeys $K_i$ and $K_{i+1}$ are related by a rotation of 29 bits to the left. Indeed, if we know the value of a key-bit in
a given position of $K^i$, then we equally know the value of the key-bit in this position rotated by 29 to the right of $K^{i+1}$ as long as this bit is not involved in an Sbox operation during the computation of $K^{i+1}$ from $K^i$.

We visualize the key schedule of LBlock in the way depicted in Figure 3. In this figure, each symbol of a row (square, triangle, diamond and cross) is a bit of $K^i$, $i = 1, \ldots, 32$. The least significant bit is represented by the rightmost symbol of each row. The 32 bits of each subkey $K_i$ are denoted by either a triangle, a square or a diamond. Squares and triangles determine the position of Sboxes $S_0$ (resp. $S_1$) through the key schedule. The bold symbols stand for the subkey nibbles involved in our attack. In this representation, two bits in a given column are the same (up to a known constant addition) if there is no Sbox involved between them. We assume that if we want to know the value of the key bits at the output of an Sbox, we have to know all the input key bits to this Sbox.

In order to correctly estimate the information key-bits of $k_{in} \cup k_{out}$ and determine a good evaluation of $|k_{in} \cup k_{out}|$, we will proceed as follows. The first step is to find the information key-bits of the key-bits involved in the first and the last rounds separately. This step can be done easily, as when considering only the first or the last rounds, nearly no Sbox is involved, and the key-bits involved in the first and the last rounds separately. This step can be done easily, as when considering only the first or the last rounds, nearly no Sbox is involved, and the key-bits involved in the first and the last rounds separately.

We can express the information key-bits of both first rounds and last rounds with the help of one subkey in the first rounds and one subkey in the last rounds respectively that minimizes the number of bits involved. There are various possible equivalent choices for these subkeys. We will call block of information key-bits a set of consecutive bits of the subkey used for expressing the information key-bits of the first rounds (resp. the last rounds). As seen in Figure 3, with the parameters of our attack, there exist 3 such blocks in the first rounds (the yellow ones) and 5 blocks in the last rounds (the blue ones). For each block of the first rounds (resp. last rounds), we look for the number of information key-bits in the last rounds (resp. first rounds) that can be recovered. Then, we choose the configuration of blocks that lead to the smallest number of involved bits. However, some decisions have to be taken. More precisely, each time we meet an Sbox without knowing all the input bits, we can either guess the missing bits or drop the involved known bits. This choice depends on the key-bits involved that we want to recover.

We will now apply this procedure to our attack. For instance, we can see in Figure 3 that from the first yellow block on the left (of size 57 bits), by guessing one more bit of $K^{11}$ and one more bit of $K^{12}$, we can express all but 2 key nibbles involved in the last rounds. We repeat the same approach for each combination of blocks in the forward and the backward direction. Finally, for the key nibbles involved, the configuration of blocks minimizing the number of bits to guess is depicted.
in Figure 3. A red path denotes the key-bits we can recover from a block of information key-bits in the first rounds (yellow blocks). Remark that sometimes it is not worth matching the information key-bits in the first and the last rounds, as it is the case for the nibbles on the right, i.e. it is less expensive to just guess both nibbles independently than to try to obtain a connection. Then the number of information key-bits we will need in our attack is evaluated block by block as follows:

- 57 bits from $K^1$, 1 bit from $K^{11}$ (at position 72) and 1 bit from $K^{12}$ (at position 79)
- 1 nibble from $K^1$, 1 bit from $K^{14}$ (at position 75) and 1 bit from $K^{22}$ (at position 13)
- 1 nibble from $K^1$
- 1 nibble from $K^{22}$.

In this way, the number of information key-bits we obtain is 73.

**Determining $C_{key}$.** The issue now is to determine how much will it cost us to retrieve, for each one of the $N$ pairs, the keys that must not be discarded. The average cost of this step is the parameter $C_{key}$.

In [9], a gradual algorithm is proposed where the possibilities for the subkey bits are tested and discarded in order. Still, this method is quite expensive, having a cost of about $C_{key} = 2^{27}$ operations. Here, we propose a method for finding the key candidates that will have $C_{key} \approx 2$. Figure 4 will be used in our explanation to determine which key-bits we are referring to at each step.

![Figure 4](image)

**Fig. 4.** Representation of the subkeys as used for determining $C_{key}$. Each line represents one different subkey with respect to the 80-bit master key. Different colors stand for the round that these key-bits intervene. Subkey-bits are denoted with letters to ease the explanation.

**Average probability of a differential transition.** Our first action was to have a look at LBlock Sboxes difference tables. For the matter that occupies us, they are all equivalent. We counted the number of possible difference transitions, including the possibility of having zero difference. We have to do this as, amongst the $N$ pairs recovered, we have forced the truncated difference, but we have not assured yet that all the nibbles in the truncated difference are actually active. There are 96 out of 256 possible transitions. That means that if we fix a difference in the input and a difference in the output of an Sbox, we have a probability of $96/256 \approx 2^{-1.41}$ that this one is a valid transition through the Sbox. For each valid differential transition, we have on average $\frac{15.16}{16} \approx 2^{1.32}$ values that verify it.
Preliminary sieving of pairs. A similar idea was exploited in [18], however we provide here a method with an optimized complexity. When obtaining one out of the \( N \) pairs with the wanted truncated differential, we can easily verify that the input and output differences of several active Sboxes from the first and the last round paths are already completely determined. This is the case for the 4 active Sboxes of round 1, the 2 out of the 3 active Sboxes in round 2, the 2 Sboxes of round 3, and the 3, 2, 1 and 1 active Sboxes of rounds 23, 22, 21 and 10 respectively. This means that all the pairs that have incompatible difference transitions in this 15 already determined ones, will never produce the impossible differential path, and it is not worth trying them.

Therefore, we will only have \( N \cdot 2^{-1.41 \cdot 1.15} = N \cdot 2^{-21.22} \) remaining pairs to treat. For each of the already fixed valid transitions, we know that there exist, on average, \( 2^{1.32} \) values that make the transition possible.

We show now how to perform, for each one of these remaining pairs, a step by step determination of the associated partial subkeys to discard or to retain.

Step by step determination of remaining possible subkeys.

- For each one of the \( N \cdot 2^{-21.22} \) pairs, we guess the bits from Figure 4 denoted by \( a, b \) and \( c \), that is \( N \cdot 2^{-21.22} \cdot 2^{2.28} \cdot 2^{3.25} = N \cdot 2^{-6.94} \) remaining sets of pairs and partial subkeys with some bits already determined. The bits with an \( a \) correspond to the 4 nibbles of the subkey that will directly intervene in the 4 active Sboxes of the first round. This is why we only have \( 2^{1.32} \cdot 4 = 2^5 \cdot 28 \) possibilities for the 16 \( a \)-bits, while we have to completely guess the \( b \)- and the \( c \)-bits. With this, all the \( A \)-bits are determined.

- Each one of the two nibbles from the \( A \)-part in yellow have \( 2^{1.32} \) possible values, as they are directly involved in the active Sboxes of the 23rd round. But we have a probability of \( 2^{-7} \) of this values being correct, as the \( A \)-bits have already been determined in the previous step. Therefore, we have \( N \cdot 2^{-6.94} \cdot 2^{1.32} \cdot 2^{3.28} = N \cdot 2^{-11.3} \) remaining sets.

- We try next all the possibilities for the \( c \)-bits: we have \( N \cdot 2^{-11.3} \cdot 32 = N \cdot 2^{-8.3} \) remaining ones.

- We guess the possible values for the \( f \)-bits. As all the \( b \)-, \( c \)- and \( e \)-bits are already determined, we know the values and differences at the input of the three active Sboxes of round 2 but for the values of the subkey of round 2. Out of these three active Sboxes, we could already check for two of them, during the preliminary sieving, if their differences could be a valid transition. But this is not the case for the third one. For the two Sboxes with already correct differences, we have \( 2^{1.32} \) possible values per involved nibble in \( f \). For the other Sbox there is a probability of \( 2^{-1.41} \) of having a valid transition, and when this is the case, we have \( 2^{1.32} \) possible values. This means that on average we will have \( 2^{-0.09} \) possible values for this nibble. We obtain \( N \cdot 2^{-8.3} \cdot 32 \cdot 2^{-0.09} = N \cdot 2^{-5.75} \). We also guess the \( g \)-bit, and obtain \( N \cdot 2^{-4.75} \) remaining sets. With this, all the \( B \)-bits are determined.

- From the \( B \)-bits, the yellow nibble that affects directly the third active Sbox of round 23 has been determined, but there only existed \( 2^{1.32} \) possible values for it, so we will only keep \( N \cdot 2^{-4.75} \cdot 32 \) sets.

- We consider the \( 2^{1.32} \) possible values for the \( p \)-nibble and for the \( r \)-nibble. Next, we guess the \( h \)-bits. With them, all the subkey nibbles involved in the active Sbox of round 21 except of the \( o \)-bits, have been determined. As we had already checked that the difference transition was a correct one during the preliminary sieving, we have also determined the \( 2^{1.32} \) possible values for the nibble formed by the \( B \)- and \( o \)-bits, and they already have 3 bits determined by the upper part, so we will keep: \( N \cdot 2^{-7.43} \cdot 4 \cdot 2 \cdot 1.32 \cdot 2^{2.32} = N \cdot 2^{-2.47} \). Note that the \( o \)-bit has also been determined.

- In a similar way, we only have \( 2^{1.32} \) possible values for the nibble with the \( i \)-bits: \( N \cdot 2^{-2.47} \cdot 1.32 = N \cdot 2^{-1.15} \).

- We guess the bit at position \( j \), and with this we are able to determine both \( C \)-nibbles. Both these \( C \)-nibbles affect the same active Sbox at round 5, which is not one of the Sboxes used in the preliminary sieving. As everything involving this Sbox has been determined, we have a probability of \( 2^{-4} \) of verifying the 4-bit condition of the Sbox: \( N \cdot 2^{-4.15} \).

- Next, we guess the \( k \)-bits, for which we have \( 2^{1.32} \) possibilities. We also guess the \( 2 \) \( l \)-bits, and for which of them we have a condition on one bit at position \( m \) of being verified: \( N \cdot 2^{-4.15} \cdot 1.32 \cdot 2^{-1} = N \cdot 2^{-1.83} \).
We guess the four bits from \( n \), and we verify the 1-bit conditions at \( o \) and at the left most \( h \)-bit. We have again \( 2^{-0.09} \) possibilities for \( q \). We guess the bit \( t \) (2), which imposes conditions on 3 bits of \( q \): \( N2^{-1.83}2^{-1}2^{-0.09}2^{-1} = N2^{-1.92} \).

We consider the \( 2^{1.32} \) possibilities for the \( s \)-nibble, obtaining finally \( N2^{-0.6} \) combinations of (pair, partial subkey) as possible candidates.

The complexity of the previous procedure, determines now \( C_{\text{key}} \):

\[
C_{\text{key}} = 2^{-6.94} + 2^{-11.3} + 2^{-8.3} + 2^{-5.75} + 2^{-7.43} + 2^{-2.47} + 2^{-1.15} + 2^{-4.15} + 2^{-1.83} + 2^{-1.92} + 2^{-0.6} = 1.92
\]

**Complexity of the Attack** We briefly recall in Figure 5 the parameters of our attack on 23 rounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \Delta_{\text{in}} )</th>
<th>( \Delta_{\text{out}} )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{in}}, r_{\text{out}} )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{in}}, r_{\text{out}} )</th>
<th>( \Delta_{\text{in}}, \Delta_{\text{out}} )</th>
<th>( k_{\text{in}} \cup k_{\text{out}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( 48 )</td>
<td>( 32 )</td>
<td>( 5 )</td>
<td>( 4 )</td>
<td>( 14 )</td>
<td>( 14 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Parameters of our impossible differential cryptanalysis of 23-round LBlock.

Notice that in this attack, we approximate the relative cost of partial encryption for the key guessing phase as the ratio between the active Sboxes during the differentials and the total number of Sboxes during an encryption. Therefore, \( C_{E'} = \frac{36}{8 \cdot 23} = 2^{0.65} \). The trade-offs between data, memory and time complexity for this attack can now be seen in the rightmost table of Figure 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>( Time )</th>
<th>( Data )</th>
<th>( Memory )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{64} )</td>
<td>( 2^{4.56} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{57} )</td>
<td>( 2^{56} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{57} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.12} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{58} )</td>
<td>( 2^{57} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{58} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.33} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{59} )</td>
<td>( 2^{58} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{59} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.58} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{60} )</td>
<td>( 2^{59} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{60} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.35} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{61} )</td>
<td>( 2^{60} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{61} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.35} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{62} )</td>
<td>( 2^{61} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{62} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.35} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{63} )</td>
<td>( 2^{62} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{63} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.35} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{64} )</td>
<td>( 2^{63} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>( Time )</th>
<th>( Data )</th>
<th>( Memory )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{72} )</td>
<td>( 2^{6.58} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{67} )</td>
<td>( 2^{67} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{73} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.22} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{58} )</td>
<td>( 2^{73} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{74} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.36} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{59} )</td>
<td>( 2^{74} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{75} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.49} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{60} )</td>
<td>( 2^{75} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{76} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.48} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{61} )</td>
<td>( 2^{76} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{77} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.48} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{62} )</td>
<td>( 2^{77} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{78} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.48} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{63} )</td>
<td>( 2^{78} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2^{79} )</td>
<td>( 2^{7.48} C_E )</td>
<td>( 2^{64} )</td>
<td>( 2^{79} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Data-memory-time trade-offs for the attacks on 22 and 23 rounds of LBlock.

### 3.3 Improvement of the Impossible Differential Cryptanalysis of 22-round LBlock

We give in this section the data, memory and time complexities that we obtained for an impossible differential attack on 22 rounds of LBlock. The parameters of our attack are depicted in Figure 7, while the obtained data, memory and time complexities can be found in the table on the left of Figure 6. It can be seen that our method can efficiently improve the complexities of the previous attack on 22-round LBlock, provided in [9] (see Table 1).

Notice that, similarly to the previous section, we approximate the relative cost of partial encryption for the key guessing phase as the ratio between the active Sboxes during the differentials and the total number of active Sboxes during an encryption. Therefore, \( C_{E'} = \frac{36}{8 \cdot 22} = \frac{36}{176} \).
Fig. 7. Parameters of our impossible differential cryptanalysis of 22-round LBlock.

4 Conclusion

We have applied the generalized impossible differential attack to the lightweight block cipher LBlock. We have improved the complexity of the previously best known attack on 22 rounds, and we have provided for the first time, an attack on 23 out of the 32 total rounds of the cipher.

References

A Key schedule of LBlock

Denote by $K$ the master key of the encryption. We will call the generated vectors $K^i$, $i = 1, \ldots, 32$, extended subkeys. Then, the 32 subkeys $K_i$, $1 \leq i \leq 32$ are derived from $K$ as follows.

- $K^1 = K$
- $K_1 = K[79, \ldots, 48]$
- For $i = 2, \ldots, 32$ do
  - $K^i = K^{i-1} \ll 29$
  - $K^i[79, \ldots, 76] = S_9[K^i[79, \ldots, 76]]$
  - $K^i[75, \ldots, 72] = S_8[K^i[75, \ldots, 72]]$
  - $K^i[50, \ldots, 46] = K^i[50, \ldots, 46] \oplus [i-1]_2$, where $[i-1]_2$ is the binary representation of $i - 1$.
  - $K_i = K^i[79, \ldots, 48]$

B Previous cryptanalysis of LBlock

LBlock has received the attention of many researchers and it has been the target of numerous analyses. Different techniques, such as differential cryptanalysis, impossible differential cryptanalysis (in the single and related key models), integral and zero-correlation cryptanalysis have been applied to break reduced-round versions of the cipher [21, 12, 9, 15, 16, 19, 10, 17, 20]. The maximum number of rounds achieved by all these attacks in the single key is 22. The previous results concerning impossible differential cryptanalysis of LBlock can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th># rounds</th>
<th>Time complexity</th>
<th>Data complexity</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-key</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$2^{72.7}$</td>
<td>$2^{63}$ CP</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-key</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>$2^{43.7}$</td>
<td>$2^{62.5}$ CP</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-key</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>$2^{69.5}$</td>
<td>$2^{64}$ CP</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-key</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>$2^{15.28}$</td>
<td>$2^{58}$ CP</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related-key</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>$2^{70}$</td>
<td>$2^{57}$ RKCP</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related-key</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$2^{18.3}$</td>
<td>$2^{21.4}$ RKCP</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Previous impossible differential cryptanalysis results on LBlock

C Impossible differential path for the 23-round of LBlock

We give here the impossible differential path that has been used to attack 23 rounds of LBlock. The green color stands for nibbles that have a truncated difference with probability 1 (active nibbles), while white symbolizes nibbles that do not have a difference (passive nibbles). Finally, we represent by grey the nibbles for which we do not know whether they are active or passive. This 14-round impossible differential path combines two paths of probability 1 for which an impossibility occurs after 7 rounds. The nibble for which the impossibility occurs is the fourth nibble from the left of $L_{12}$. 
Fig. 8. 14-round impossible differential path used in the 23-round attack against LBlock.